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Happy March to you all! 
 
The month of February continued on the upwards trend regarding all social media and review 
platforms. We hit some major milestones and I am pleased to be able to report on them for you 
all. 
 
Our OpenTable reviews skyrocketed to an all-time high since March of 2021. During that last 
month before the closure of indoor dining, we did 213 reviews. This month, we did 235 
OpenTable reviews; all of which have been responded to. It is extremely exciting to see this 
upwards trend as we enter the summer months as I expect the number to only increase. Our 
monthly overall rating is 4.7 out of 5 stars, and the Service, Ambience, and Food ratings came in 
at 4.7, 4.7, and 4.6, respectively. The two noteworthy reviews that I want to bring to your 
attention this month are both regarding our staff. The first review notes how excellent our staff 
members are. The second review notes how we appear short staffed. As we spring forward into 
our summer season, we will receive an inflow of new team members and we will avoid reviews 
like this in the future. 
 
Through our Google page, we received and responded to 31 reviews, six reviews less than 
January’s numbers, providing us with a rating of 4.3 out of 5 stars. The most noteworthy tag to 
our restaurant for the month of February is “popular for dinner”. Again, these tags allow our 
guests to tailor their Google searches, through Google’s analytics, when looking for a place in 
Victoria for dinner. Our TripAdvisor rating is 4 out of 5 stars, coming from the same number as 
January, 149 reviews. I have also engaged with 11 guests over email this month regarding both 
positive feedback and constructive criticism.  
 
We have reached 6,286 followers on Instagram; an increase of 80 throughout the month. Our 
highest reached photo for the month of February was the same as our most interacted with photo 
on our Facebook page, the chocolate avocado mousse. Per Instagram industry standards, having 
an engagement rate of 3.5 and 6% is considered exceptional. The photo at hand received a 5.1% 
engagement rate marking us at the exceptional level. Throughout the month of February, Tasting 
Victoria held a virtual awards ceremony where we received the award for “Best View restaurant” 
in Victoria. This was a great achievement for us and we will be collaborating with Tasting Victoria 
throughout the month of March to hold a social media contest celebrating our award. This will 
be a great opportunity to continue to increase our visibility and following. 
 
I look forward to providing next month’s update. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
Chantaille 
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